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Letter from the President
by Judy Nordstrom, President
Dear CLD members and friends,
I hope everyone is having a great
summer and show season. It’s hard
to believe summer will soon come
to an end. CLD held our annual
FireCracker schooling show on July
11th. There were 28 horse/rider
combinations and 56 entries! The
weather cooperated for the most
part, however, we did get some

CALENDAR
✦

✦

✦

✦

✦

more rain, which was not needed at
the time. The show was held at

Maybe too much so. Sometimes I
think we/I lose perspective of the
big picture. In the overall scheme of
things, we are only on this earth for
a relatively short period of time so
maybe we should lighten up a bit.
We all have days (or rides) that are
better than others. Maybe we are a
little too hard on ourselves and/or
expect a little too much from our
horse partners. I’m not suggesting
we lower our standards by any
means but maybe change our

REGION 2 CHAMPIONSHIPS
SEPT 17 - 20 @ WATERLOO
HUNT GRASS LAKE, MI

Pratense Farm and fortunately took

REGION 4 CHAMPIONSHIPS
OCT 9 - 12 @ NEC LAKE ST
LOUIS, MO

by all in spite of the inclement

By taking things a little less

weather. Thank you to Pratense

seriously, maybe we can bring more

Farm for hosting the event, Teresa

joy and less stress into our lives.

Litchfield, our show manager and to

Heck, maybe even a little humor!

all of the wonderful volunteers who

Not long ago, I was really stressed

helped make it a successful show!

over a stumbling block in my

BETSY STEINER CLINIC
OCT 30 - NOV 1 @ PRATENSE
FARMS - .COM/CALENDAR
USDF NATIONALS
NOV 4 - 8 @ KENTUCKY HORSE
PARK, LEXINGTON
ANNUAL CLD AWARDS
BANQUET
TBD
CENTERLINEDRESSAGE.COM/
AWARDS

place indoors. A great time was had

Many of us are preparing for year
end awards and championships so
it brought to mind an interesting
point of view to think about. All of
us have particular goals or dreams
we are striving for (in dressage and
in life) and for the most part we take
it all very seriously, I know I do!

centerlinedressage.com

perspective a bit.

training. I know, hard to believe,
right? When I stopped making such
a big deal over it and stopped
obsessing on our struggles while
focusing more on our strong points,
my horse became more cooperative
and less anxious. Now that
particular issue is not near as much
of a problem.
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Letter from the President
Continued
Judy Nordstrom, President
While life is going to be stressful
and frustrating at times, hopefully
by keeping a little lighter view point
in mind, it will help keep your
anxiety level at bay and keep you
smiling about things that used to
drive you crazy.
I wish everyone the best at reaching
their goals and obtaining their
dreams. Life is short. Enjoy the
journey!
Judy Nordstrom, President
president@centerlinedressage.com

The Hero 6: In Praise Of The Ordinary Horse
Article submitted by Karen Kohnke with permission of author Karen Rohlf. To see this article
and others written by Karen visit her website Dressage Natura!y.
A lot of students are underestimating just how much dressage they can do with
their ‘ordinary’ horses.
I want to show all of you that having an ordinary horse is not only not holding you back from having an amazing
dressage experience, but I will also make my case that sometimes the fastest way to excellence is by starting with
‘good enough’. (life lesson alert: that is true for other things too).
My hope is that by reading this it gives some of you hope, inspiration, and motivation to give your average horse
a chance, and to make more informed choices when looking to purchase your dressage partner, because I also
meet many students who have purchased (often under the advice of a professional), horses that are way ‘too
much’ horse for them, because they thought a horse has to be ‘fancy’ in order to do dressage. These students
want to learn dressage, but they end up not riding at all. Students with average type horses often feel intimidated
to take dressage lessons from a qualified professional, and sadly, many qualified professionals hesitate to take on
someone with an average type horse especially if they don’t have competitive goals. The good news is that there
centerlinedressage.com
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The Hero 6: In Praise Of The Ordinary Horse
are plenty of professionals who are interested in helping every level of student on every type of horse. Students
just need to have the confidence in themselves to find the instructor that is right for them!
First I need to explain that I am going to use the terms ordinary and fancy as a shorthand for horses that move, to
use the dressage scoring system as a 5 or 6 mover (ordinary) or 7,8,9, or 10 movers (fancy). This is not going to
be a dissertation on how to assess or arrive at these scores, but I think it will be clear enough if I just use these
terms. An ordinary horse is one that you
might not give a second glance or even
notice if you were looking for a dressage
horse, and a fancy horse is one you will
stop and look at and say: ‘Really nice’ or
‘Wow’.
There have been many horses in my life
that were not considered fancy but were
incredibly fun, rewarding, competitive,
educational, and correct in their dressage.
Some very ordinary horses have taught
their owners to go from zero dressage to
Grand Prix. I taught a junior rider on a
former school horse to get to Prix St
Georges and be invited to a schooling
session for juniors hosted by the United
(This illustration by Karen Rohlf was originally published in Anne
Gribbon's book: Collective Remarks Trafalgar Publishing)

States Equestrian Federation. I have
taught another junior on a 12 year old
former jumper that couldn’t jump

anymore, but no dressage trainers wanted him. He ended up representing the United States on the International
Young Rider Team, and they went on to do Grand Prix. I trained a horse that was a 4 mover (on a long rein he had
an irregular trot and cross-fired relentlessly at what felt like a 5-beat canter) to do everything in Grand Prix and he
gave his owner the education of her dreams. I even competed him at Fourth Level, got in the mid 60%’s and got
a 7 for gaits! Currently I have a horse that was a champion at Western Pleasure (of all things). His nickname
around my place is Barbie’s Dream Horse and he teaches people how to do piaffe, pirouettes, flying changes,
lateral work, and to have the lightest touch... The first horse I did dressage on was an OTTB with an old bowed
tendon who did not pass his pre-purchase exam. He was 7 years old and did hunter/jumper when I got him, I did
Pony Club. He went all the way and it was with him that I represented the USA 4 times at the Young Riders
Championships. The year we won the individual Bronze medal I was the only one on a horse trained by his rider
and that wasn’t a ‘fancy schoolmaster’. At the dressage facility I worked out of for 20 years we had a Grand Prix
school master that was a leopard appaloosa/quarter horse stallion that looked like a bulldog. He had a throat
centerlinedressage.com
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so thick he could barely get on the vertical, and a

With that said, if your aspirations are to definitely

stride so short he was almost standing still when he

make it to the upper levels, or win competitions, you

did his 15 one-tempis... But he did them, and he

will want to make sure the horse doesn’t have too

trained countless people to do all levels of dressage,

many strikes against him. It isn’t fair to force a horse

and he also took students to very high level

with a biomechanical handicap to perform the most

competitions.

challenging dressage movements because you have

The basics of dressage are about
bringing out the best in any horse

this dream to perform some dressage miracles... But
if you stay in the state of mind that your goal is to do
your best to use dressage to make the horse the best

The basics of dressage are for all horses. Dressage is

he can be each day... You may just experience that

a verb... It means training. At it’s heart it is about

miracle after all... Miracles are kind of like dressage...

creating healthy movement. If you have a horse that

You can’t make them happen, but if you’re living

needs improvement in the way he moves, then you

right, they just happen on their own!

are absolutely doing dressage. If you are diligent and
focused, you likely will end up understanding the
heart of dressage even more than if you only rode

Ordinary horses don’t know they are
ordinary

horses that are naturally cadenced and balanced.

Dressage is about harmonious education and perfect

Philippe Karl says: The measure of a system is not

understanding between horse and rider. That is

how it works with the most talented, but how well it

where the magic is. It feels good to the horse and the

works with the least talented.” To do dressage, to me,

human. Much of the amazingness that is dressage

is to love to educate horses to improve their natural

can be felt with the vast majority of horses... The

gaits. So if you find you are being trained by

feeling of one body, the feeling of balance, freedom,

someone and it feels like your horse doesn’t fit in

lightness, of communication, of being able to

their system, then perhaps you need to find a system

perform precise patterns and movements that you

that fits your horse. Basic dressage training should

couldn’t do before, the feeling that each of you is

serve the horse, not the other way around. As a

doing something that neither of you could do on

trainer I am always finding a way to adjust what I do

your own, and sharing those magical ‘Yes Moments’

in order for the horse to learn.

feels incredible. Any horse can feel that, and feel

When I was in training to be a dressage judge I had
the privilege of being taught by Edgar Hotz (a judge

proud of himself. And that can be equally satisfying
for the rider.

who had a huge impact on dressage judging in the

The horse won’t feel any less proud if a ‘better mover’

USA). He taught us that when there was a tie score,

trots by, and neither should you. Definitely don’t

he would break the tie by looking at the gait score,

make your horse feel like he is not the best horse in

and the winner of the tie was the horse with the lower

the world. Let me put that in the positive: Help your

score for gaits, because that meant that the actual

horse feel like the champion that he is every day.

dressage was better.

Don’t let your education about what a

centerlinedressage.com
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The Hero 6: In Praise Of The Ordinary Horse
fancy international quality horse looks like make

moving horse careens in a floating, powerful, way

you feel bad about your horse doing his best... Just

with a 3 hoof print over-stride and an arched neck

close your eyes, feel... Stay in the bubble that is

we tend to burst out in applause. Focus on

you and your horse. That’s all that matters to him.

partnership and communication and you will

Every time I get on a horse I have to adjust to who I
am riding. I have felt internationally competitive
quality of movement. I have sat on the superathlete, but when I get on an ordinary horse I have
to adjust and continue to focus on the partnership,
communication, biomechanical dynamic, and

nurture the kind of fancy that you really want!

You need a horse with ‘good enough’,
clean gaits.. From there, building
communication and skills that will
allow you to do the movements that
build your horse gymnastically.

precision of the movements. When you focus on

Dressage can help any horse, but in order to go on

that you can feel some pretty extraordinary things

in dressage you need to have ‘good enough’ gaits.

from very ordinary horses.

So if you have a horse with major rhythm flaws (a

And for those of you who do have fancy horses,
you also need to stay focused on the partnership,
communication, biomechanical dynamic, and
precision of the movements. The ‘lesser’ quality
moving horses, or the ‘less talented’ horses HAD to

lateral walk, irregular trot, and lateral or 4-beat
canter), the first order of business is to use
dressage to get three clean gaits. If the rhythm is
not clean then it will actively get in the way of
performing some movements.

be truly educated. They simply couldn’t fake it.

In dressage judging, gaits and movements are

Many a fancy horse can get through the lower

scored on a scale from 1-10. A 4 is considered

levels cruising on their good looks; looking

insufficient, a 5 is marginal, and a 6 is satisfactory.

fabulous, and scoring well, (even if they felt mostly

Below 4 you get into ranges of ‘badness’ and

out of control). The trouble is that often this leads

above 6 is the range from ‘fairly good’ all the way

to a melt down at Third or Fourth Level if

up to ‘excellent’.

partnership and communication aren’t established.

5 is on the edge. 6 means you have one drop of

Often I have to tell myself, and students, when

quality. When you see a horse moving for a 5 you

riding the fancy horses: “Try to feel the dynamic of

may think: ‘Eh’ or ‘almost’. When you see a 6 you

communication... And ask yourself how this would

will think: ‘Nice!’ You won’t think: ‘Wow!’ but you

feel if you were riding a really boring flat mover”. In

also won’t think: ‘Yuck.’

other words, to me, Fancy Is As Fancy Does and
maybe it’s a blessing in disguise that if our flat
boring moving horse careens through his corners
we tend to address it right away, but if a fancy
centerlinedressage.com

The biggest, fanciest moving super-athlete horses
are often not the easiest to ride or train. To learn on
one of those horses riders really have to step up
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The Hero 6: In Praise Of The Ordinary Horse
their game mentally, emotionally, and physically. It

notch more quality that will help you achieve the

can be challenging and demanding, but if getting

gymnastic dynamic that will open the door towards

oohs and ahhs from the crowd as you try to figure

further progress, but without pushing too much into

out how the heck to sit such a tremendous trot, or if

tension. By building the horse’s mental and physical

you don’t mind the look of fright you have on your

confidence at a 6 with ease, you give him a chance

face when the horse canters, then with time and

to strengthen his ‘6’, and his gaits will naturally

dedication it could work. Lots of students can do

improve from that strength and confidence... Also,

this... Just make sure YOU are ready for this

because you are not riding him over his limit,

because if a horse moves for a 10 and you can only

transitions will be better.

sit for a 5 you are restricting your horse. If your
horse lives in a state of power and you are living in
a state of fear, you may not feel comfortable on him
and you are going to restrict your horse. Creating
movement for a ‘6’ is an important starting point,
and as I will show you, there is more power in that
‘6’ than you may think!

'6 With Ease'... Starting with a 6 is
sometimes the fastest way to a 10

Transitions count. A lot. If you do two movements
for a 6, but you transition between them really really
smoothly, with invisible aids, right on the mark, with
no resistance or hesitation, you can get some really
nice scores!
Even if his gaits never improve past a 6, and none
of your movements or transitions ever get more
than a6, you can still get a 60% at any level. That is
great! You can even get awards at 60%! Would you

I tell my students (and I follow this myself when I

like to get a 60% at Grand Prix? That could be

train) that the goal is to ride for a ‘6 with

possible!

ease’ (6WE). If you have a horse that already moves
for an 8, riding a 6WE will allow you to relax and

There are many ways to get a 7

focus on the ease part. Things like brilliance and

Maybe you are thinking: ‘6 is nice, but 7 is better’.

power are a result of energy plus relaxation, so the

But there are many ways to arrive at a 7. You can get

ease of movement is what will allow the brilliance to

a 7 by doing a 6 with ease and letting the 7 come

come out. When you ride an 8 mover thinking

out of quality... Or you could start with an 8 and ride

about getting a 6WE, you usually are still moving

it with decreasing quality until you end up with a 7.

for an 8, but it is, well, easier! AND because of the
greater harmony and relaxation, it will help you get
better transitions, so the transition scores often go
up too.

I find many students who have a horse that is ‘more
horse’ than they are truly comfortable with can still
get decent scores, but if they are getting 7’s by
riding a decreased 8 it may be nice to have the

If you have a horse that only moves for a 5, riding a

ribbon or the score, but often something doesn’t

6WE will help you make sure you find that one

feel right on the inside.

centerlinedressage.com
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Everyone tells you it looks good, but it doesn’t feel

ease, but he is ‘maxed out’ as far as how advanced

good because you feel the resistance, or imbalance.

he will be, or if you want to be more competitive

And because of the disharmony created, often it

and you are ready for a horse with more scopey or

ends up a 6 (with dis-ease) eventually anyway due

brilliant gaits... excellent!!! Get a horse that is only

to the habits you are forming.

one notch more athletic than you are comfortable

As a student it is so important to be able to trust
your instincts and build confidence. I would always
recommend feeling super confident and sure that
you are ‘owning’ your 6, than to feel unconfident,
confused, and out of harmony with your horse but
still getting a 7 because he happens to be such a

with. Keep in mind some fancy horses are
comfortable and easy to sit, so don’t get too
depressed, you CAN find a fancier horse that you
feel comfortable on... Just make sure you think
about that when you are looking. (in other words,
buy one that you can sit on and try out.)

nice mover. Based on years of experience teaching

Then, know that you will need to put a big focus on

and working with students on a long-term basis on

upping your athleticism to keep up with him. This

all types of horses, it is much easier to take a rider

certainly can be done and it is so rewarding when

who confidently can ride with ease on a horse who

you do. It is part of your education! But just know,

‘maxes out’ at 6, and move them on to a better

that if you can’t follow your horse’s movement,

mover later, than it is to try to keep the confidence

learning to do so is going to be your first priority,.

high in a rider who is ‘decreasing’ into a 7 or 6

You will need to learn to sit him first, so if your goal

because there is struggle or brace. These students

was to get a really fancy moving horse to learn

often feel more frustration and lose motivation. They

advanced dressage on, just be prepared to spend a

also feel even worse about themselves because

lot of time not doing dressage movements, but just

they have such a ‘nice horse’ (which they may have

learning how to move with him. If you try to cut that

spent a lot of money on) but can’t seem to ride it

corner it will bite you in the butt later (pun

well.

intended).

You need a horse with gaits not too
much bigger than you can ride

A horse that moves for a 6 can do GP

My advice is to have a horse with gaits that you can

horses... Often the top international competitors are

ride! If your horse moves for a 5 and you can sit for

the only Grand Prix horses students ever see. They

an 8 then you will be a great asset to your horse! If

assume that kind of movement and that level go

your horse moves for an 8 but you can only sit for a

together, but they don’t. It is possible to do

5, then you will be a restriction for your horse. If you

everything in GP correctly and cleanly, on a very

want to gain confidence, get a horse that is easy to

ordinary moving horse... And you can still get a 60%

sit. If you have a 6 mover that you can ride with

or often much more. Remember, a 60% means that

centerlinedressage.com

When you think GP don’t think of the Olympic
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The Hero 6: In Praise Of The Ordinary Horse
a highly trained professional judge could watch you

Judges don’t like when that happens either. The

and say: ‘Nice’. I don’t know about you, but I think

scoring system tries to reward the best riding. In

that would be pretty cool and satisfying!

fact, the gait score is no longer multiplied by 2 like it

When I first started rock climbing I remember being
completely amazed that there were easy climbs that
went all the way to the top. Somehow I thought that
if you were a beginner climber you only went a little
way up, and only the really great climbers went all
the way to the top. But sure enough, I didn’t have to
be a super fancy climber...There were cliff faces
made just for me! I could be an ordinary climber
and still get out there and get the full experience.
No one made a documentary about me doing it,
but the view from the top was just as good for me as
it was for the guy who free-soloed it!

The goal of competition is to beat
yesterday’s best with today’s best...
Don’t compare your or your horse’s
best to someone else’s best except as a
way to inspire you.
I knew I was losing interest in competing when I
found myself forgetting to check the score board. I
would pick up my test and I loved reading the
judges comments and scores, but my pride was in
the improvement within the particular horse I was

used to be. They are de-emphasizing the gait and
yet the impulsion and submission scores are times
2, which reflects dressage’s desire to reward the
dynamic and not favor the better gaited horse. Still,
it is complicated. Judges have to mark what they
see, and things like elasticity and engagement have
to be rewarded when they show up even if in the
judge’s heart they know that one horse was showing
miraculous elasticity considering who he is, and the
other is showing a mere fraction of his potential due
to restriction.
If your goal is set in stone to be highly competitive; if
your plan is to campaign and your mission is to be
nationally or internationally viable, then you will want
to work hard to be able to ride the super athletes. It of
course is the ultimate goal: To get a 10 on partnership,
and communication on a horse that moves for a 10.
But until then, you may be surprised at how much you
can do with the average horse.
Focus on partnership, communication, a healthy
biomechanical dynamic, and on understanding the
purpose of dressage movements to develop your
horse’s skills. Relaxation, calmness, effortlessness, and

riding. Most of the time I already knew what had

communication IS brilliance. Partnership is brilliance.

improved or not during the test. I have felt the

Harmony is brilliance. To love dressage is to love a

feeling of one horse doing what I knew was his best,

process. It is a verb, not a noun. Find a way to love the

but not scoring as well as another horse I rode that

process you have with your horse. Do your best to

was not doing well, but he still got the higher score.

make your best better and better. Don’t compare

I realized I didn’t really care how any one horse
compared to another. I only cared about how much
a particular horse improved or performed to the
standard.
centerlinedressage.com

your horse to others except to learn or be inspired.
Everyday find a way to help your horse feel like a
champion. That way, whether you make it to Training,
First, Fourth Level, or all the way to Grand Prix, you
will be successfully doing dressage.
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July 11, 2015 CLD Executive Board Meeting
@ Pratense Farms; Judy Nordstrom presiding
President Judy Nordstrom called the meeting to
order at 4:34 p.m. in the arena at Pratense Farms.
Attending were Leslie Burket, Alice Martin, Katie
Keim, Marilyn Weber, Teresa Litchfield, John
Simpson, Kim Jones, Jordan Wilton and Paula Briney.
Kelly Griffith and Kate Fleming-Kuhn arrived during
the meeting.
Meeting Minutes
Katie motioned, and Kim seconded, that minutes for
June be approved. The vote was unanimous and
minutes for June were approved.

Treasurer’s Report
Katie reports that our CD, cashed to cover pending
expenses for the upcoming Centerline Dressage
Show, has a balance of $15,633.06. Once we settle
the CLD show, funds will be returned to the CD.
Social Media
Lisa reported that we have 396 likes on FaceBook. It
is estimated that we had 139 views of the photos for
the FireCracker Schooling Show.
Membership Secretary
Kelly reported that we have 81 members. This does
not include the new members that signed up at the
FireCracker show.
Newsletter
Kim reported the June newsletter, The Reader, has
been distributed.
CLD Classic Show
• The current net profit for the June CLD Classic
Shows is $6,629.75. After some outstanding
miscellaneous expenses are paid, estimated net
profit should be about $5,000. Once all expenses
have been paid, we will move funds back to the CD.
• Lilo Fore will be the judge for the 2016 CLD Classic
Shows. Lilo is willing to do a clinic, after the show, on
centerlinedressage.com

Monday and Tuesday. We agreed to offer the clinic
after the shows. Do we want to make it an education
event or a clinic?
• We will need some new letters for the arena as well
as some new support blocks. Paula mentioned we
cannot order individual letters.
• Jordan reported that the garage tack sale, held at
the CLD Classic show, was very successful and netted
the club $369! Remaining tack will be donated to
Rescue Ranch.

Year End Awards
• Teresa reported that there are fifty-two horse/rider
nominations for year end awards.
• Paula reports that she is currently seeking a place
for our awards dinner. Several club members have
conflicts with our standard Saturday evening dinner
date so we are seeking a location that could host our
dinner on a Sunday. Please let Paula know if you have
any recommendations. Although Illini has adequate
room to host our dinner, they are not available on
Sundays.
Schooling Shows
• There was a discussion about having a fall
schooling show at Pratense Farms. Paula is checking
on dates and will let us know her decision.
• Paula moved, and Katie seconded, that the date for
schooling show awards be extended to October
15th, 2015 to accommodate dressage schooling
scores from Youth Charity. It passed unanimously.
Nomination Ballot
• A nomination ballot for 2015 elections needs to be
created. The nomination ballot will appear in The
Reader in the month of October. Members must
return their ballots to the Secretary, by e-mail, US
mail, or personal delivery, no later than October 31st.
The following have completed their two-year director
terms: Judy Nordstrom, Leslie Burket, Katie Keim and
Paula Briney.
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June 11, 2015 CLD Executive Board Meeting
Continued
@ Pratense Farms; Judy Nordstrom presiding
New Business
• Nancy Simpson has collected data and compiled a document, ‘Classic Show Requirements Summary Sheet’.
Although not a ‘stand alone’ document, this provides vital information and timelines when preparing for the
Classic shows. It should be used in conjunction with the USDF Publication ‘Show Biz’ and the USEF Rulebook.
Both will be in the President’s Box. Thank You, Nancy!
• CLD would like to nominate a member for GMO Volunteer of the Year. The USDF application will be reviewed
so we can seek a member that displays those qualities.
The next meeting will be Saturday, Sept 5th at 2 p.m. in the StarWest lounge. Marilyn moved, and Kate
seconded, to adjourn at 5:26pm.
Respectfully Submitted,
Leslie Burket, Secretary

Attention Intermediate I & II Competitors!
As a reminder, USEF DR119.2 states that horses may enter no more than two consecutive levels, freestyles
included, at any one competition. Considering the USEF consecutive levels chart, a horse may compete at the
Intermediate I and Intermediate A/B levels or Intermediate A/B and Intermediate II levels, but may not compete
in both Intermediate I and Intermediate II levels at the same competition because these are not consecutive
levels. Due to this USEF rule, a horse may not compete at both the Intermediate I and Intermediate II levels at the
same competition. Consequently, at the Great American Insurance Group/USDF Regional Championships,
please be aware that horses hoping to compete at the Intermediate I level may only qualify and compete at the
Prix St. Georges, Intermediate I, and Intermediate Freestyle levels. Additionally, horses hoping to compete at
Intermediate II may only qualify and compete at the Intermediate II, Grand Prix, and Grand Prix Freestyle levels at
the Great American Insurance Group/USDF Regional Championships.

Submit Scores
It’s time to submit your scores to CLD for year end awards.
Send your nominated horse and rider combinations to
the Awards Chairmen on the website.

centerlinedressage.com
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ONLINE FORM AT
CENTERLINEDRESSAGE.COM/
SCORES/
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CLD Membership Renewals &
Nominations Due!
✦

Select membership option:

1.

Individual, Junior, Family

3.
2.

FULL DETAILS AT
CENTERLINEDRESSAGE.COM/
JOIN

Submit your form to
Membership
Secretary

Fill out
membership form

Club Officers & Personnel
(Full list and mailing addresses online)
all emails - @centerlinedressage.com

Judy
Nordstrom

217/626-1518

president@

Kelly Griffith

217/637-0884

vice-pres@

Treasurer

Katie Keim

217/652-1855

treasurer@

Secretary

Leslie Burket

636/532-9922

secretary@

President
Vice-President

Newsletter
Editor
FaceBook
Senior Editor
FaceBook Editor
Membership
Secretary
Awards Chair
Web Site
centerlinedressage.com

Kim Jones

reader@

Lisa Lehr

social@

Jayme Geisler

social@

Kelly Griffith

217/637-0884

membershipsecretary@
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CenterLine Dressage Reader

September 2015

DEADLINE FOR READER ITEMS
Items for publication or inclusion in the READER should be received by the
editor by the 10th of the month. Items for THE READER, activity forms, ads,
etc should be sent with a check for the charges, if any, to:

THE READER
c/o Kim Jones
1736 S. Farmingdale Rd.
New Berlin, IL 62670

centerlinedressage.com
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